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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR CREATING A 
CUSTOMIZED POWER ON SELF TEST 

(POST) PROGRAM FOR USE IN A 
COMPUTING SYSTEM 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

The present application claims priority to the provisional 
application having Ser. No. 60/340,075 ?led on Nov. 2, 2001 
and entitled SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR CREATING A 
CUSTOMIZED POWER ON SELF TEST (POST) PRO 
GRAM FOR USE IN A COMPUTING SYSTEM, the 
contents of Which are incorporated herein by reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates generally to generation of a 
POST program used in initialiZation of computing systems, 
and more particularly, to systems and methods that generate 
a customiZed POST program based on the particular con 
?guration of the computing system in Which the POST 
program is to be used. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

In most computing systems, loW level instruction code is 
used as an intermediary betWeen the hardWare components 
of the computing system and the operating softWare and 
other high level softWare executed on the computing system. 
This loW level instruction code is knoWn as BIOS, (Basic 
Input Output System). BIOS provides a set of softWare 
routines that alloW high level software to interact With the 
hardWare components of the computing system using stan 
dard calls. 
An important function of BIOS is the initialiZation of the 

computing system. As part of this initialiZation process, 
BIOS performs a number of tasks, such as initialiZing and 
testing the hardWare components of the computing system 
and starting the operating system resident in the computing 
system. The initialiZation and testing of the hardWare is 
performed by a routine referred to as PoWer On Self Test 
(POST). POST is a series of functions or routines that 
perform various initialiZation and tests of the hardWare. For 
eXample, POST includes code for testing the CPU, math 
coprocessor, timer ICs, DMA controllers, TRQ controllers, 
etc. of the motherboard of the computer. Further, POST 
performs various memory checks and initialiZations. POST 
also tests and initialiZes various devices that may be 
installed in the computing system, such as video ROM, 
netWork adapter cards, SCSI adapter cards, etc. If these 
devices are present, their contents are tested With a check 
sum test and initialiZation of the devices. Additionally, 
POST may include routines for the display of manufacturer 
logos and other information to the user during POST opera 
tion. After POST has ?nished, BIOS initiates the operating 
system of the computer. 
A noted problem With conventional POST softWare 

design is that it must be speci?cally con?gured for the 
architecture of the computing system in Which it is used. 
Speci?cally, different computer hardWare manufacturers use 
different hardWare designs and include different types of 
hardWare in their systems. For proper initialiZation of a 
computing system, the POST program must be designed to 
perform initialiZation and testing of the various hardWare 
components in different sequences for different computing 
systems based on their speci?c designs. For eXample, one 
motherboard design may require initialiZation of the CPU 
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2 
and DMA controllers prior to initialiZation of the timers for 
the IC’s and IRQ routing, While another motherboard design 
may require initialiZation of IRQ routing prior to initialiZa 
tion of the DMA controllers. In light of this, POST designers 
must Work in cooperation With motherboard and computing 
system designers to create a POST program that is compat 
ible With the particular computing system’s hardWare 
designs and requirements. 

Further, many hardWare manufacturers also Wish to dis 
play different information to the user during POST opera 
tion. For eXample, the maker of the video adapter card may 
Wish to display their company logo during initialiZation of 
the card, or the manufacturer of the computing system may 
Wish to display their company logo during start up. This 
displayed information may change overtime. For eXample, 
With each neW generation of hardWare, the manufacture may 
Wish to alter the logo and other information displayed to the 
user. 

In light of this, most POST programs are speci?cally 
designed to operate Within a given computing system con 
?guration. Speci?cally, during development, POST design 
ers receive information from the hardWare designers con 
cerning the eXact con?guration of the hardWare and the 
ordering of initialiZation of each piece of hardWare. The 
POST designer may also receive information for display of 
logos and other information to be displayed during POST. 
POST designers must then alter the eXisting base code of 
POST to implement the speci?c changes needed to operate 
POST in the computing system. These alterations may 
include reWriting of present code, insertion of neW code 
betWeen eXisting code modules, and deletion of modules 
altogether. 
As With many manufactured products, customiZation of 

the product has associated time and cost. Speci?cally, not 
only are their cost and time associated With the actual 
reWriting of the softWare, there are also concerns With 
debugging, validation, and certi?cation of the softWare, once 
completed. Although many of the eXisting routines in POST 
may not be affected by reWrites, the entire POST softWare 
typically must be tested and validated prior to shipment. 
Most quality assurance programs require that any changes to 
the softWare Will typically require testing and veri?cation of 
the entire softWare. SoftWare testing and veri?cation is a 
time intensive and costly procedure that can signi?cantly 
add to the price of the softWare and delay shipment. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention overcomes many of the problems 
associated With customiZation of POST softWare for use in 
a speci?c computing system. Speci?cally, the present inven 
tion provides systems and methods that reduce the time 
required for con?guration of the softWare, as Well as testing 
and veri?cation. Speci?cally, the systems and methods of 
the present invention separate the different routines of the 
POST program into individual units, each stored in different 
locations in a computer readable medium. Apointer or call 
is associated With each routine indicating the location in the 
computer readable medium Where the routine is stored. 

Importantly, each routine includes tWo separate sections; 
a source code section and an instruction section. The source 
code section of the routine contains the source code used to 
perform the functions of the routine. The instruction section 
of the routine includes information that eXplains When and 
hoW the routine is to be used in the POST program. The 
instruction section of each routine is editable. As such, the 
routine can be con?gured With proper information indicating 
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When the routine is to be run during the POST program. In 
this regard, the POST designer receives speci?c information 
from the motherboard and computing system designers 
related to the speci?c test and initialization operations and 
the sequence of operations to be performed by POST for the 
computing system. The POST designer, using this informa 
tion, edits the instruction section for each routine indicating 
When the routine should be called and run in POST. The 
System then creates a POST program having calls for each 
of the routines, Where the calls are in a sequence corre 
sponding to the instruction associated With each routine. 

In addition to the separating the routines into separate 
locations on the computer readable medium, the apparatus 
of the present invention also includes computer program 
code stored on a computer readable medium that is used to 
build the POST program. In building a customiZed POST 
program for the computing system, this POST program 
builder in a POST building mode, accesses the instruction 
section of each routine and from the information in these 
sections determines the proper sequence in Which the rou 
tines are to be called during POST. The program builder then 
creates a POST program ?le that includes the pointer or call 
for each routine to be used in POST listed in the proper 
sequence. As such, When the customiZed POST program is 
run on the computing system, the program calls each of the 
routines in the desired sequence to perform the POST 
initialiZation and testing of the hardWare components of the 
computing system. 
As discussed, the system and method of the present 

invention ?rst separate the individual routines of the POST 
into separate program modules that are stored in different 
locations in the computer readable medium and provides a 
call or pointer indicating the location of the routines. This is 
advantageous in terms of testing and validation of the POST 
program. Speci?cally, because each of the routines is located 
in different sections of memory, only those routines that are 
altered during the POST design need to be tested and 
validated. Additionally, neW routines, such as the manufac 
turer’s logo etc. may be added to POST by storing the 
routine for the logo in memory, and providing in the 
instruction section of the routine instructions for placement 
of the call or pointer associated With the neW routine in the 
customiZed POST program. 

The system and method of the present invention also 
offers several advantages in providing softWare patches and 
neW versions of the POST program to the user. Speci?cally, 
once a version of the POST program has been shipped With 
the computing system to a customer, updates and revisions 
to a particular routine can be made Without requiring 
replacement of the entire POST program. Instead, only the 
revised or neWly added routines need be sent to the cus 
tomer. In this instance, the instruction section for each 
routine sent includes information indicating to the program 
generator Where the routine is to be added to the existing 
POST program. The instruction section may include infor 
mation informing the program generator that the current 
routine replaces an eXisting routine or it may include infor 
mation explaining Where in the sequence of the routines in 
the POST that the call or pointer for this routine should be 
inserted. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Having thus described the invention in general terms, 
reference Will noW be made to the accompanying draWings, 
Which are not necessarily draWn to scale, and Wherein: 
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4 
FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating the operations of the 

system of the present invention to create a customiZed POST 
program according to one embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the steps involving 
the system of the present invention to create a customiZed 
POST program according to one embodiment of the present 
invention. 

FIG. 3 is a screen depiction of the arrangement of the 
routines for a POST program generated by the graphical 
editor of the present invention. 

FIGS. 4A—4D are graphic representations of the instruc 
tion ?les for core routines generated by the graphical editor 
of the present invention. 

FIG. 5 is a graphical depiction of the POST program 
generated by the POST program builder of the present 
invention according to one embodiment. 

FIG. 6A is a graphic representation of the instruction ?le 
for an add-on routine generated by the graphical editor of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 6B is a screen depiction of the arrangement of the 
routines for a POST program generated by the graphical 
editor illustrating the addition of an add-on ?le. 

FIGS. 7A and 7B are graphic representations of the 
instruction ?les for tWo add-on routines generated by the 
graphical editor of the present invention. 

FIG. 7C is a screen depiction of the arrangement of the 
routines for a POST program generated by the graphical 
editor illustrating the addition of tWo add-on ?les. 

FIG. 8A is a graphic representation of the instruction ?le 
for an add-on routine generated by the graphical editor of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 8B is a screen depiction of the arrangement of the 
routines for a POST program generated by the graphical 
editor illustrating the addition of an add-on ?le. 

FIG. 9A is a graphic representation of the instruction ?le 
for an add-on routine generated by the graphical editor of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 9B is a screen depiction of the arrangement of the 
routines for a POST program generated by the graphical 
editor illustrating the addition of an add-on ?le. 

FIG. 10 is a graphical depiction of the POST program 
generated by the POST program builder of the present 
invention according to one embodiment. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

The present invention noW Will be described more fully 
hereinafter With reference to the accompanying draWings, in 
Which illustrative embodiments of the invention are shoWn. 
This invention may, hoWever, be embodied in many different 
forms and should not be construed as limited to the embodi 
ments set forth herein; rather, these embodiments are pro 
vided so that this disclosure Will be thorough and complete, 
and Will fully convey the scope of the invention to those 
skilled in the art. Like numbers refer to like elements 
throughout. 

FIG. 1 is a graphical illustration of one embodiment of the 
present invention. Speci?cally, the system 10 of the present 
invention, according to one embodiment, includes a com 
puter readable medium 12 containing a plurality of routines 
14 that are or could be used as part of POST. The routines 
are stored at different locations in the computer readable 
medium and can be accessed using a call or pointer, Which 
indicates their location in the computer readable medium. 
Within each routine 14, there are tWo separate ?les, 14a and 
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14b. One of these ?les includes the program source code 
associated With the routine and is referred to as the source 
code section 14b. This ?le typically has an extension .ASM. 
The other ?le is the instruction section 14a. This ?le includes 
editable information that explains Where the routine is to be 
inserted in the sequence of routines ran during POST. This 
?le typically has an extension .SDL. 

With reference to FIG. 1, the system of the present 
invention also includes a POST program builder 20. The 
POST program builder is used to build the POST program 
22. Speci?cally, the POST program builder accesses the 
instruction .SDL ?le associated With each routine 14 and 
from the instructions of each instruction ?le, the POST 
program builder 20 places calls for each routine in the proper 
sequence in the POST program. As such, the POST program 
22, once generated, includes calls or pointers, to each routine 
to be run during the poWer on self test of the computing 
system, With the calls listed in the sequence for Which each 
routine is to be run. 

The system of the present invention also includes an 
editor 24. The editor alloWs the POST designer to access the 
instruction section 14a of each routine 14, edit these instruc 
tions, and save the changes to the instructions. In one 
advantageous embodiment discussed later beloW, the editing 
program 24 has a graphical interface alloWing the POST 
designer to edit the instruction section for each routine and 
vieW the sequence that the routines Will be run in the POST 
program. 

With regard to FIG. 2, in general terms, during generation 
of the POST program, the POST designer initially receives 
information from the manufacturer of the hardWare compo 
nents of the computing system concerning the routines and 
sequence of routines to be run during the poWer on self test. 
(See step 100). Based on this information, the POST 
designer, using the editor 24, accesses the instruction ?le 
14a associated With each routine 14 and indicates the 
sequence that the routines should be ran by POST. (See step 
110). The POST designer may also program and add addi 
tional routines if requested by the manufacturer. In this 
instance, the POST designer creates the source code for the 
routine and saves this in a source ?le 14b (.ASM). The POST 
designer also creates an instruction ?le 14a .SDL for the 
routine that indicates When the routine is to be run by POST. 
(See step 120). After the instruction ?le for each routine has 
been edited, the POST designer next runs the POST program 
builder 20. (See step 130). The Post program builder using 
the information from each instruction ?le associated With 
each routine, builds the POST program by including calls or 
pointers for each routine in the POST program in the order 
in Which the routines are to be run. 

As mentioned, the instruction ?les 14a of each routine 14 
collectively indicate to the POST program builder 20 the 
sequence With Which the routines should be called by the 
POST program 22. Each of the instruction ?les includes 
information that relates to When the routine should be run by 
POST With regard to the other routines. Speci?cally, as 
mentioned above, there are set of core routines that are 
typically run in any POST program. These core routines may 
be standard routines such as chip set initialiZation, IRQ 
routing etc. The routines in the core category are a ?rst set 
of routines that are de?ned in priority relative to each other. 
The instruction for each of these routines includes informa 
tion indicating its priority relative to the other routines in the 
core category. The remaining routines are considered add-on 
routines. These are routines that are either less frequently 
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6 
used in POST or are routines that have been speci?cally 
coded for the speci?c computing system. These may include 
logos and other information. 
The add-on routines are de?ned based on their relation to 

one of the core routines. Speci?cally, an add-on routine Will 
reference one of the core routines as a parent, and Will 
provide information to the POST program builder as to its 
sequence With regard to the parent to Which it is associated. 
For example, the add-on routine may be designed to be run 
prior to or directly after the parent routine has been run by 
POST. Further, in some instances, the add-on routine may be 
designed to overWrite or take the place of the parent routine. 
When building the POST program, the POST program 

builder Will ?rst place the calls or pointer for the core 
routines in the POST program. The POST program builder 
Will then evaluate each of the add-on routines and Will place 
the calls to these routines in the POST program builder in 
relation to their instructions concerning the core routine to 
Which they are associated. 

For example, let’s say that there are four core routines 
called A, B, C, and D and ?ve add-on routines U, 5, T, W, 
and Z. In this example, the core routines are all de?ned in 
terms of priority With regard to each other With A having the 
highest priority and D the least. Further, the U, 5, and W 
routines reference the B routine as their parent. The U 
routine includes instructions indicating that it is to be run 
before the B routine. The W routine includes instructions 
indicating that it is to be run after the B routine. The S 
routine includes instructions indicating that it is to be run 
after the B routine but has a priority higher than W, meaning 
it is executed before W. Further, the T routine references C 
routine and has instructions indicating that it be run after the 
C routine. Finally, the Z routine references D as its parent 
and has instructions to replace the D routine With the Z 
routine. 

In this instance, the POST program builder initially 
accesses the instruction ?le for each of the core routines A, 
B, C, and D and places calls for the routines in the proper 
sequence in the POST program as illustrated beloW: 
BIOSiPOST PROC FAR PUBLIC 

call A 
call B 
call C 
call D 
ret 

BIOSiPOST ENDP 
Next, the POST program builder reads the instructions for 

each of the add-on routines and places the calls for these 
routines in the proper sequence in the POST program as 
illustrated in the ?nal POST program beloW: 
BIOSiPOST PROC FAR PUBLIC 

call A 
call U 
call B 
call S 
call W 
call C 
call T 
call Z 
ret 

BIOSiPOST ENDP 

As such, When complete, the POST program Will include all 
of the routines needed to initialiZe and test the hardWare of 
the computing system With the routines ran in the proper 
sequence as required by the computer system manufacturer. 
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Importantly, as previously discussed, the system and 
method of the present invention offer several advantages 
over conventional POST building methods. Speci?cally, by 
placing each of the routines in separate location in memory 
and using calls or pointers in the POST program to initiate 
the routines, the routines can be individually edited or 
changed Without requiring testing, validation, etc. for the 
entire POST program. Further, the sequence With Which the 
routines are ran by POST can be easily altered by editing the 
instruction section for each routine, instead of reWriting, 
moving, or inserting code into the POST program. Similarly, 
revisions or patches may be made to existing POST pro 
grams in the ?eld by placing the patches or revisions in 
separate routines With instructions on hoW the routines are to 
be call in the POST program. Once the revision or patch 
routines are installed in the computing system, the POST 
program builder can be reran so as to incorporate the neW 

routines into the POST program. 
As mentioned above, the creation or editing of the instruc 

tion ?les 14a associated With each routine 14 can be done 
using a graphical editor. The folloWing discussion describes 
the use of a graphical editor and provides further insights as 
to the information located in the instruction section 14a for 
each routine. Speci?cally, the folloWing discussion illus 
trates hoW the example above for routines, A—D, U, 5, T, W, 
and Z can be implemented using a graphic editor 24. 

Speci?cally, FIG. 3 illustrates a display 30 of a graphic 
editor for creating the instruction ?le 14a for the routines 14 
to be used in a POST program. As can be seen, the ?rst half 
32 of the screen illustrates the POST program With each call 
to the core routines listed in order of priority as they should 
be run from POST. The second half 34 of the screen 
illustrates each of the routines With an indication of their 
.SDL ?les. By clicking on one of the routines, the instruction 
?le 14a of the routine can be displayed. For example, FIGS. 
4A—4D respectively illustrate graphically the instruction 
?les for A—D routines. As can be seen, the instruction ?le 
includes the folloWing information: 

Active; toggled on or off to indicate Whether the routine 
Will be used With this particular POST program 

Belong to; location of module in memory Where routine 
is stored 

eLink name of routine 

Parent; name of high priority routine from Which this 
routine depends-in this case, routine Ais a core routine 
and depends from the main POST program 

Position W/; current routine’s priority With respect to 
parent either (before, respect to Parent after, or in place 
of) 

eLink ID; |ID for the routine 
priority #; priority of routine With respect to the other core 

routines 

As can be seen the priority for the A, B, C, and D routines 
is respectively 0, 1, 2, 3 indicating that the routines are to be 
called in order from A to D by the POST program. 

If the POST program Was generated at this point, it Would 
include call outs for only the A to D routines. For example, 
FIG. 5 illustrates graphically a POST program generated by 
the POST program builder of the present invention using 
only the routines for A to D. 

After the core routines have been created and their 
instruction ?les properly de?ned, the POST designer can 
noW add the additional add-on routines U, 5, T, W, and Z. 
Speci?cally, ?rst the POST designer creates the source code 
14b portion for each routine. Next, the POST designer edits 
the instruction ?le 14a for each routine in accordance With 
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8 
the rules set for each routine, as discussed previously. For 
example, FIGS. 6A and 6B respectively illustrate generation 
of the instruction ?le for the U routine and hoW the routine 
looks graphically in relation to the parent routine B. Spe 
ci?cally, as shoWn in FIG. 6A, the routine U is de?ned 
relative to the parent routine B and is selected to occur 
before routine B. Further, FIG. 6B illustrates graphically, a 
tree symbol 36 beside routine B indicating that routines are 
depended from it, and an arroW 38 is beside routine U 
indicating that it is to be executed before the B routine. 

FIGS. 7A—7C illustrate the creation of the instruction ?les 
for add-on routines S and W. Speci?cally, as can be seen 
from FIGS. 7A and 7B, both routines are to be executed after 
the parent routine B, as so indicated. Further, routine S is to 
be executed prior to routine W, and for this reason, routine 
S has a priority of 0 and W has a priority of 1. As illustrated 
in FIG. 7C, the S and W routines are properly listed after 
routine B, With routine S appearing ahead of W due to its 
higher priority. 

FIG. 8A illustrates generation of the instruction ?le for the 
T routine, Which depends from parent routine C and is 
executed after routine C. FIG. 8B illustrates T properly listed 
as executing after routine C by doWn arroW 40. 

Further, FIGS. 9A and 9B illustrate generation of the 
instruction ?le for the Z routine. As can be seen in FIG. 9A, 
the parent D routine is replaced by the Z routine. This is also 
shoWn in FIG. 9B, Which illustrates that routine D is 
disabled. The facing arroWs 42 also provide a visual indi 
cation that the Z routine replaces the parent D routine. 

After all of the add-on the POST developer has de?ned 
routines and the instruction ?le for each routine con?gured, 
the POST program builder using the instruction ?le for each 
routine generates a POST program. The POST program 
includes the call or pointer to each of the routines listed in 
a sequential order as de?ned by the instruction ?les of each 
routine. For example, FIG. 10 illustrates the POST program 
generated by the POST program builder of the present 
invention using the instruction ?les from routines A—D, U, 
5, T, W, and Z. 
Many modi?cations and other embodiments of the inven 

tion Will come to mind to one skilled in the art to Which this 
invention pertains having the bene?t of the teachings pre 
sented in the foregoing descriptions and the associated 
draWings. Therefore, it is to be understood that the invention 
is not to be limited to the speci?c embodiments disclosed 
and that modi?cations and other embodiments are intended 
to be included Within the scope of the appended claims. 
Although speci?c terms are employed herein, they are used 
in a generic and descriptive sense only and not for purposes 
of limitation. 

That Which is claimed: 
1. A system for creating a customiZed poWer on self test 

(POST) program for use in a computing system, said system 
comprising: 

a set of routines stored on a computer readable medium 
Wherein each routine includes an associate pointer 
indicating Where the routine is stored and an instruction 
section containing instructions indicating the order in 
Which said routine should be run by the POST program; 
and 

a POST program builder for accessing said routines and 
based on the instruction associated With each of said 
routines, creating a POST program having pointers for 
running the routines, Wherein the pointers are listed in 
order based on the instructions associated With each 
routine. 




